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Five years since, has CSR made a
difference?
Srikrishna ‘Krishna’ Sridhar Murthy

2020 has been a busy year and a tough one at that. This year will be known for many
things, five years of implementation of the CSR law in India will be one among them.
Over the last few months we at Sattva have been getting many requests from CSR
leaders and especially the CxOs and Committee members on the Board, to help them
answer questions on their CSR. “It has been five years
since we have been funding these kinds of programs, what
tangible impact have we created? Can we measure it?”, “I
am unable to clearly articulate our CSR vision in a public
forum, we can’t just talk about X number of
projects…shouldn’t we have a vision?”, “How do we
communicate what we do in CSR to our internal and
external stakeholders?”, “Are we doing too many things,
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“Should we setup our own corporate foundation”, “What
are my peers doing in CSR, can we collaborate with other corporate”, “We would love
to fund more innovation, but how?”….and the list goes on. At a very fundamental
level, I believe every corporate is trying to ask the question, has our CSR made a
difference to society, and to us as a company?
At the macro level the answer to this question seems to be in the affirmative. Below
are a few reasons why:
•
•

•

CSR funding being reported on the MCA website has gone-up by 85% since
2014-15 and the number of companies reporting the data has gone up by 50%.
Over 40% of companies reporting CSR incurred the expenses themselves,
through in-house implementation or through their own Trusts/ Societies/
Section 8 companies.
18% of the top 100 CSR spenders have gone on to set-up their own corporate
foundations and many of them getting into deep implementation work with inhouse expertise.
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•

•

The CSR money flowing into incubators, research institutions is on a steady rise
and will probably become part of the portfolio of most large CSRs in the next
2-3 years.
Some of the CSRs have started to push the boundaries of structuring the
spends towards better outcomes, using tools like rolling funds, development
impact bonds etc.

While there is much to feel good about how well Corporate India has embraced the
CSR law over the last five years, there is still a long way to go and many a mile to
cover. CSR can play a pivotal role in India’s development with the same amount of
funding, but with a lot more strategic intent. Here is how,
1. CSRs will need to bring in a lot more than just “funds” into the ecosystem of
societal impact.
a. Talent and Expertise: This is something the corporate has in
abundance, that can be used in a very strategic manner. When a leading
global player with expertise in operations puts out a program to send
their employees on 1-2-year sabbatical to better systems of NGOs and
government programs, we know the sky is the limit.
b. Corporate Brand to support the cause: There is tremendous value in
companies putting their weight behind key issues in society and making
sure the needle moves towards impact. We have seen a global oil and
gas major, leading Indian NBFC and many other corporate lend their
brands to bringing issues like safety of truck drivers, women
empowerment, and digital inclusion to the fore-front and innovating on
solutions.
c. Program Design and Governance: When companies start to build
internal thinking around societal issues, they can play a strong role in
helping implementing organizations to design and execute program in
a more effective manner. Governance and handholding of projects on
the ground is the low hanging fruit where every CSR leadership should
be able to add value with least effort.
2. CSRs will need to go where India needs them than just where it is convenient to
find and run projects with well-known NGOs.
a. Regions: Today most of the CSR money is spent in places where per
capita is already high, for example the 117 Aspirational Districts (as
defined by NITI Aayog) reported to have received less than 2% of the
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overall CSR spends in the country. In every state the most backward
regions continue to receive the least funds.
b. Causes: Education, Healthcare and Rural Development have
cumulatively received more CSR funding over the last few years than all
the other 15 causes put together. India is going through severe water
scarcity, yet less than 1.5% of CSR funding goes towards clean drinking
water, so does for issues like nutrition, sports, art and culture and many
others.
This year Covid-19 has turned the tables for all the entire world including the
development ecosystem. With over 40% CSR budgets getting allocated to Covid19
efforts, including PM Cares, many development programs and organizations have
been pushed to the brink. Fortunately, a vast majority of the organizations have
adapted well and are beginning to bounce back. We will see another tough year next
year with CSR budgets going down as profits from this year shrink. We will also see
some part of the CSR budgets being directed towards vaccine delivery and related
activities next financial year and rightfully so. However in the mid-term I believe the
CSRs will continue on their current path and will only get more strategic as a function
within the corporate, all the way from the Board to the last mile implementation and
measurement. And at every step it is important to keep asking ourselves, are we
making a “sustainable” difference to society and to ourselves as a corporate?

Krishna is the co-founder and CEO at Sattva and is responsible for the overall strategic direction,
growth and impact of the organisation. Over the last decade, Krishna has been working with the
leadership of Global Foundations, Social Organisations and Corporates to design and scale their
social impact initiatives, across India, SE Asia, Africa and Europe. Krishna leads many collective
impact initiatives across different themes like water, education and livelihoods. He can be reached
on krishna@sattva.co.in
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Disclaimer
This document has been authored by Arun Duggal. The views expressed in the document are personal to the author and do
not necessarily reflect the opinion of IiAS.
IiAS shall not be in any way responsible for any loss or damage that may arise to any person from any inadvertent error in the
information contained in this report. The information contained herein is solely from publicly available data, but we do not
represent that it is accurate or complete and it should not be relied on as such. This document is provided for assistance only
and is not intended to be and must not be taken as the basis for any voting or investment decision. The user assumes the entire
risk of any use made of this information. Each recipient of this document should make such investigation as it deems necessary
to arrive at an independent evaluation of the individual resolutions referred to in this document (including the merits and risks
involved). The discussions or views expressed may not be suitable for all investors. The information given in this document is as
of the date of this report and there can be no assurance that future results or events will be consistent with this information.
This information is subject to change without any prior notice. IiAS reserves the right to make modifications and alterations to
this statement as may be required from time to time. However, IiAS is under no obligation to update or keep the information
current. Nevertheless, IiAS is committed to providing independent and transparent recommendation to its client and would be
happy to provide any information in response to specific client queries. Neither IiAS nor any of its affiliates, group companies,
directors, employees, agents or representatives shall be liable for any damages whether direct, indirect, special or consequential
including lost revenue or lost profits that may arise from or in connection with the use of the information. The disclosures of
interest statements incorporated in this document are provided solely to enhance the transparency and should not be treated
as endorsement of the views expressed in the report.

Confidentiality

This information is strictly confidential and is being furnished to you solely for your information. This information should not be
reproduced or redistributed or passed on directly or indirectly in any form to any other person or published, copied, in whole
or in part, for any purpose. This report is not directed or intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity who is a
citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction, where such distribution, publication,
availability or use would be contrary to law, regulation or which would subject IiAS to any registration or licensing requirements
within such jurisdiction. The distribution of this document in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law, and persons in whose
possession this document comes, should inform themselves about and observe, any such restrictions. The information provided
in these reports remains, unless otherwise stated, the copyright of IiAS. All layout, design, original artwork, concepts and other
Intellectual Properties, remains the property and copyright of IiAS and may not be used in any form or for any purpose
whatsoever by any party without the express written permission of the copyright holders.

Other Disclosures

IiAS is a SEBI registered research entity (proxy advisor registration number: INH000000024) dedicated to providing participants
in the Indian market with independent opinions, research and data on corporate governance issues as well as voting
recommendations on shareholder resolutions of about 750 listed Indian companies (https://www.iiasadvisory.com/iiascoverage-list). Our products and services include voting advisory reports, standardized services under the Indian Corporate
Governance Scorecard, and databases (www.iiasadrian.com and www.iiascompayre.com). There are no significant or material
orders passed against the company by any of the Regulators or Courts/Tribunals.
This blog by Arun Duggal is a commentary on the general trends and developments witnessed in the securities market.
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About IiAS
Institutional Investor Advisory Services India Limited (IiAS) is an advisory firm, dedicated to
providing participants in the Indian market with independent opinions, research and data on
corporate governance issues as well as voting recommendations on shareholder resolutions
for about 800 companies that account for over 95% of market capitalization.
IiAS provides bespoke research, valuation advisory services and assists institutions in their
engagement with company managements and their boards.
IiAS has equity participation by Aditya Birla Sunlife AMC, Axis Bank, Fitch Group
Inc., HDFC, ICICI Prudential Life Insurance, Kotak Mahindra Bank, RBL Bank Limited, Tata
Investment Corporation, UTI Asset Management Company Limited and Yes Bank.
IiAS is a SEBI registered research entity (proxy advisor registration number: INH000000024).
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